
• Cycles – where is the junior at different cycle scales?

• Capital – how much money does the junior have and need? 

• Structure – does the share ownership distribution imply incentive?

• People – what is management’s track record?

• Story – what is the fundamental outcome goal?

• Timeline – what are the milestones and their timeline?

• Value – Good, Fair, Poor or Bottom-Fish Speculative Value?

Researching Resource Juniors for Speculative Value

Bottom-Fishing Past and Present – October 12, 2021

Presentation used in Mining Stock Education Master Class – How to find Mining 

Stock 10-baggers with Expert John Kaiser



• The Trend is your Friend

• All “stocks” are potential winners who take 

all so there is no valuation limit

• Fundamentals are irrelevant

• It’s OK to know nothing

• Time is not on your side

• Momentum trading is exhausting

• The constant adrenaline rush becomes 

addictive

• One is lucky until one isn’t

• When you lose you rarely know why

Momentum vs Fundamental Outcome Gambling

• Mining is not a winner take all game but it does 

create new wealth

• The Outcome has finite value grounded in physical 

reality – tonnage, grade, cost

• It is not easy to quantify the potential size of the prize

• Even some geologists don’t understand the DCF 

valuation model

• Most people do not know how to price an uncertain 

outcome such as the value of a coin toss

• The Outcome reveals itself over time – the 

exploration-development cycle

• Information events and sometimes their anticipation 

drives price 

• The rational speculation model allows one to assess 

speculative value relative to the expected 

fundamental outcome

• When you lose you know why



Cycles that affect Resource Junior Pricing

• General Market Cycle

• Target Metal Cycle

• Company Life Cycle

• Project Exploration-Development Cycle

• Seasonal Cycle

• Data Flow Cycle

• Speculation Cycle



General Market Cycle



Target Metal Cycle



Target Metal Cycle



Company Life Cycle

What can you learn just from the chart pattern?

April 3, 2020 October 8, 2021



Company Life Cycle

Structure & People

• Insiders have 

meaningful equity 

stake

• Largest shareholders 

have been with 

company since 2009



Company Life Cycle

Capital

• Financing activity 

stepped up in late 

2019, became 

serious in late 2020

• Working capital 

more than enough to 

support 30,000 m 

drill program



Company Life Cycle

Story

• Review of news 

releases reveals that 

company is in the 

midst of the first 

major property wide 

drill program at 

Eskay Creek project 

since current 

management took 

charge in 2009



Project Exploration-Development Cycle

Story

Discovery 

Exploration

Feasibility 

Demonstration

Development-

Production

From grassroots concept to mine production



Project Exploration-

Development Cycle

• Combination of discovery 

delineation at TV-Jeff and 

property wide target 

testing – 30,000 m

Seasonal Cycle

• Golden Triangle shuts down 

for winter in October, 

resumes late June

Data-Flow Cycle

• Assays will flow from 

October into Q1 of 2022

Speculation Cycle

• Eskay Creek 2 or a district 

of gold-silver enriched 

VMS deposits?



Key Concepts

•Discounted Cash Flow Model

•Fair Value: Certainty times Prize

•Uncertainty Ladder for Resource Projects

Economic Geology: the Size of the Prize









Discount Rate

The interest rate in an 

annuity that results in 

a desired amount in a 

future year when 

applied annually on a 

compounding basis to 

the amount put up at 

the start.

In a mine the value of 

a future’s cash flow is 

discounted to its value 

today.



Fair Value of an Uncertain Outcome is 

the future value of the outcome 

multiplied by the certainty that it will 

become reality.

Consider an opportunity to bet on a 

one dollar coin toss. The certainty of 

heads is 50%.

• Fair Value: 0.5 X $1.00 = $0.50

• Poor Value: paying more than $0.50

• Good Value: paying less than $0.50

So what if the Prize is Huge – how does that help me price a 

project at discovery delineation stage?





Story & Value: Assigning 

Speculative Value to the 

Size of the Prize – the 

Fundamental Outcome



Project Exploration-

Development Cycle

• Combination of discovery 

delineation at TV-Jeff and 

property wide target 

testing – 30,000 m

Seasonal Cycle

• Golden Triangle shuts down 

for winter in October, 

resumes late June

Data-Flow Cycle

• Assays will flow from 

October into Q1 of 2022

Speculation Cycle

• Eskay Creek 2 or a district 

of gold-silver enriched 

VMS deposits?

Milestone Timeline



How do I find a bottom-fish resource junior like ESK before it launches into a 

Speculation Cycle?





You can combine 

company and project 

criteria to search for very 

precise descriptions of 

what you are seeking.



Example of 

Search 

Results



KRO Dashboard Header
Share Collective –

no longer a link, 

indicates that this 

company exists 

within TSC which JK 

hopes may one day 

come to life.

Recommendation 

Strategy – currently 

inactive, links to 

internal page 

formatted to present 

recommended picks

Link to external 

corporate web site

Internal link 

to the 

company’s 

People Tree

External link to the a public 

forum, the Stockhouse Bull 

Board for North American 

listings, and Hot Copper for 

ASX listings.

External link to the 

Canadian regulatory 

filings at Sedar, or, in 

the case of ASX 

listings, the official 

ASX page for that 

company. Whenever 

something looks 

wrong or out of date, 

go to Sedar to retrieve 

the regulatory filings. 

This is also where you 

find technical reports.

External link to the free Big Charts system 

of Market Watch where you can specify 

different time scales. Charts are redone to 

reflect rollbacks and splits – not done at 

KRO. Big Charts also provides free 15 

minute delay bid-ask and trading data.

Free means the 

unrestricted Company 

Profile whose main 

purpose is to host the 

embedded Google Earth 

maps centered on each 

project.



KRO Profile Snapshot



Kaiser Research Online

Follow us on Twitter for alerts about unrestricted content

Annual KRO Individual 

Membership: USD $450

Price will increase substantially 

after December 31, 2021
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